Much of vision-and-language research focuses on a small but diverse set of independent tasks and supporting datasets often studied in isolation; however, the visuallygrounded language understanding skills required for success at these tasks overlap significantly. In this work, we investigate these relationships between vision-and-language tasks by developing a large-scale, multi-task training regime. Our approach culminates in a single model on 12 datasets from four broad categories of task including visual question answering, caption-based image retrieval, grounding referring expressions, and multi-modal verification. Compared to independently trained single-task models, this represents a reduction from approximately 3 billion parameters to 270 million while simultaneously improving performance by 2.05 points on average across tasks. We use our multi-task framework to perform in-depth analysis of the effect of joint training diverse tasks. Further, we show that finetuning task-specific models from our single multi-task model can lead to further improvements, achieving performance at or above the state-of-the-art.
Introduction
A compelling reason to study language and vision jointly is the promise of language as a universal and natural interface for visual reasoning problems -useful both in specifying a wide range of problems and in communicating AI responses. However, the current research landscape for visually-grounded language understanding is a patchwork of many specialized tasks like question answering or caption generation, each supported by a handful of datasets. As such, progress in this field has been measured by the independent improvement of bespoke models designed and trained for each of these specific tasks and datasets.
The recent rise of general architectures for vision-andlanguage [1, 25, 26, 31, 48, 50, 61] reduces the architectural differences across tasks. These models pretrain common architectures on self-supervised tasks to learn general visio-linguistic representations then fine-tune for specific * Equal contribution A child in orange clothes plays with sheep.
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The child is petting a dog. false Caption-based Image Retrieval Figure 1 : We introduce an approach for effective multi-task learning, training a single model on 12 popular vision-and-language datasets. This single model performs at par or even better than independent task-specific state-of-the-art approaches for many tasks. datasets; however, the result is still a menagerie of independent task-specific models rather than a single unified model. This is dissatisfying in practice -the model that understands questions cannot ground noun phrases, the grounding model cannot retrieve images based on a description, and so forth. Further, this approach does not scale well as each new task requires storing a new model.
Beyond being intellectually dissatisfying, this task-based fracturing leaves quite a lot on the table. While individual tasks present different challenges and diverse interfaces, the underlying associations between language and visual concepts are often common across tasks. For example, learning to ground the referring expression "small red vase" requires understanding the same concepts as answering the question "What color is the small vase?". Training multiple tasks jointly can potentially pool these different sources of grounding supervision. Further, developing models that can perform well on a wide range of tasks simultaneously can help guard against the research community overfitting to specific datasets and metrics.
In this work, we develop a multi-task model for discriminative vision-and-language tasks based on the recently proposed ViLBERT [31] model. We consider four categories of tasks -training jointly on a total of 12 different datasets. Our results not only show that a single model can perform all these tasks, but also that joint training can lead to improvements on task metrics compared to single-task training with the same architecture. Before undertaking this effort, it was not obvious to us that this would be the case -multitask training is notorious challenging and vision-andlanguage datasets vary greatly in size, interface, and difficulty. Our model attains improvements of 0.25 to 4.19 absolute points from multi-task training -improving over corresponding single-task models for 11 out of 12 tasks. Further, we demonstrate that multi-task training is an effective pretraining step for single-task models -leading to further gains and setting a new state-of-the-art for 7 out of 12 tasks.
Large-scale multi-task learning is challenging as datasets can vary in size and difficulty. To address these issues, we introduce a dynamic stop-and-go training scheduler, taskdependent input tokens, and simple hyper-parameter heuristics. Using our proposed pipeline, we were able to train many multi-task models with varying datasets -assessing the relationships between different vision-and-language tasks in terms of their performance when trained together.
To summarize, we make the following contributions:
-We systematically analyze the joint training relationships between different of vision-and-language datasets and tasks and present a Clean V&L Multi-Task setup, which ensures no train-test leaks across task. -We develop a single multi-task model trained on 12 popular V&L datasets. Compared to a set of independent models, this represents a reduction from ∼3 billion parameters to ∼270 million while simultaneously improving average performance by 2.05 points. -We demonstrate that multi-task training is useful even in cases where single-task performance is paramount. On average, fine-tuning from our multi-task model for single tasks resulted in an average improvement of 2.98 points over baseline single-task trained models.
Vision-and-Language Tasks
Task-Groups and Datasets
We consider 12 popular vision and language datasets. These datasets cover a wide range of tasks and require diverse grounding granularity and reasoning skills. We group related datasets into four groups to facilitate our analysis:
Vocab-based VQA. Given an image and a natural-language question, select an answer from a fixed vocabulary. We consider three popular datasets for this group -VQAv2 [14] , GQA [16] , and Visual Genome (VG) QA [22] .
Image Retrieval. Given a caption and a pool of images, retrieve the target image that is best-described by the caption. We consider COCO [6] and Flickr30K [40] captioning datasets for this task-group.
Referring Expressions. Given a natural language expression and an image, identify the target region that is referred to by expression. The expression can vary greatly across datasets from simple noun phrases to multi-round dialogs.
% Row-Task Test Images in Column-Task Train/Val Set [A] [B] [C] [D] [E] [F] [G] [H] [I] [J] [K] [L]
[A] VQA2.0 [14] 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% [B] VG QA [22] 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% [C] GQA [16] 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% [D] COCO [6] 100% 43% 33% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 7% 46% 0% 0% [E] Flickr30k [40] 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 98% 0% [F] RefCOCO [19] 100% 36% 27% 100% 0% 0% 0% 66% 8% 62% 0% 0% [G] RefCOCO+ [19] 100% 38% 27% 100% 0% 0% 0% 66% 8% 62% 0% 0%
[H] RefCOCOG [34] 100% 41% 31% 100% 0% 53% 53% 0% 8% 63% 0% 0% [I] Visual 7W [62] 50% 100% 79% 48% 0% 8% 8% 10% 0% 24% 0% 0% [J] GuessWhat [12] 100% 40% 31% 96% 0% 20% 20% 26% 7% 0% 0% 0% [K] SNLI-VE [54] 0% 0% 0% 0% 94% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% [L] NLVR 2 [49] 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% Table 1 : Percentage of row-task test images that are present in column-tasks train/val images.
We consider phrase grounding in RefCOCO(+/g) [19, 34] , Pointing questions in Visual7W [62] , and dialog sequences in the GuessWhat [12] . We note that these language inputs vary significantly in terms of detail and structure.
Multi-modal Verification. Given one or more images and a natural language statement, judge the correctness or predict their semantic relationship. We consider NLVR 2 [49] and SNLI-VE [54] . In NLVR 2 , two images are given and the statement must be true for both to be true. In SNLI-VE, image-statement pairs are classified as representing an entailment, contradiction, or neutral. That is, whether the content of the image confirms, refutes, or is insufficient to comment on the truth of the corresponding statement.
A Clean V&L Multi-Task Setup
Many V&L tasks are built on top of each other and share significant overlap in terms of individual images. However, as each task is often examined in isolation, there does not exist an in-depth analysis of this overlap across different V&L tasks. Table. 1 shows the percentage of test images for the target tasks which are present in other tasks' train/val sets. As we can see, there exists significant overlap across tasks. Even though different tasks require different inputs and outputs, other task annotations will provide clues about the visual grounding -for example, a referring expression for a "blue striped ball" at training could unfairly improve a VQA model's ability to answer "What color is the striped ball?" for the same image at test time. To avoid information leakage from the annotations of other tasks, we propose a cleaned multi-task split for V&L tasks where test images are removed from train/val for all the tasks. We stress that the test sets are not modified in any way such that our results are comparable to prior work. Cleaning results in about 11% reduction in training data on average across datasets. Full details of this process and statistics regarding cleaned dataset size are available in the supplement.
Approach
Base Architecture
There has been a flurry of recent work developing general vision-and-language model architectures that are amenable to large-scale self-supervised pretraining. [1, 25, 26, 31, 48, 50, 61] . By pretraining general representations and then finetuning on single downstream tasks, these models set state-of-the-art in many tasks. For the base architecture in our experiments, we take the ViLBERT model proposed by Lu et al. [31] . We describe it here briefly.
At the interface level, ViLBERT takes as input an image I and text segment Q represented as the sequence
are image region features [2] , {w j } T j=1 are word tokens, and the IMG, CLS, and SEP tokens are special markers. The model then outputs embeddings for each input
, h IMG , h CLS , and h SEP . As in [31] , we take h IMG and h CLS as holistic image and text representations.
Internally, ViLBERT consists of two parallel BERT-style [13] models operating over image regions and text segments. Each stream is a series of transformer blocks (TRM) [53] connected by co-attentional transformer layers (Co-TRM) which enable information exchange between modalities. We use the default parameter setting, which has 6 / 12 layers of TRM for visual / linguistic streams respectively. Like many of the models of this class, ViLBERT is pretrained on the Conceptual Caption dataset [45] with two 'proxy' tasks: masked multi-modal modelling and multimodal alignment prediction. The first randomly masks approximately 15% of both words and image tokens and reconstructs them given the remaining inputs. The later tasks the model with predicting whether an image and caption correspond or not. After pretraining, the model can be finetuned for strong performance for various downstream tasks.
We make two important modifications to this pretraining process. First, when masking visual regions we also mask other regions with significant overlap (> 0.4 IoU) to avoid leaking visual information. This forces the model to rely more heavily on language to predict image content. Second, we do not enforce the masked multi-modal modelling loss when sampling a negative (unmatching) caption for multimodal alignment prediction. This will effectively remove the noise introduced by negative samples. While orthogonal to our primary contribution of multi-task learning, we found these modifications to make the baseline model more effective. For further discussion, see the supplemental material. All models we present are first pretrained in this manner.
Multi-Task Learning
We consider a simple multi-task model where each task has a task-specific 'head' network that branches off a common, shared 'trunk' ViLBERT model.As such, we learn shared trunk parameters θ s and a set of task-specific layers {θ t } T t=1 for T tasks. Our goal is to learn parameters θ s ∪ {θ t } T t=1 that minimize loss across all tasks. Details on heads and other modifications follow.
Task Token. While relying on the same groundings, different tasks may still require the model to process inputs differently -e.g. referring expressions just require grounding while VQA must follow grounding with additional reasoning. To enable this, we augment the query with a task token TASK t such that the new input format is {IMG, v 1 , . . . , v n , CLS, TASK t , w 1 , . . . , w m , SEP}. The architecture can then leverage this task information in a bottom-up manner. In what follows, we describe the taskspecific heads by task groups.
Vocab-Based VQA Output: We compute a overall imagequery representation as an element-wise product between the holistic h IMG and h CLS representations. As in [2, 16] , we treat vocab-based VQA as a multi-label classification task -assigning a soft target score to each answer based on its relevancy to the ground truth answer. We compute scores for a set of the pre-defined answers A by using a two-layer MLP on top of the overall representation:
where σ is the sigmoid function.
Due to the answer vocabulary differences, VQA and VG QA share the MLP and answer vocabulary while GQA learns a separate one.
Image Retrieval Output: Using the same overall representation, we compute an alignment score between imagecaption pairs as:
where W i ∈ R d×1 is shared across COCO and Flickr30k image retrieval tasks As in [31] , we train a 4-way multiplechoice against hard-negatives selected off-line and then fixed. Recent work has used online hard-negative mining [7, 25] but this is costly to compute.
Referring Expressions Output:
We rerank a set of region proposals [57] given the referring expression. We pass the final representation h vi for each image region i into a learned projection W r ∈ R d×1 to predict a matching score.
Note that Q may be either a phrase, question or dialog based on different tasks (RefCOCO+/g, Visual7W, GuessWhat). W r is shared across all the referring expression tasks.
Multi-modal Verification Output: Taking NLVR 2 as an example, the input is a concatenation of two images (I 0 and I 1 ) and a statement Q, that the model must judge the validity of the statement given the images. We consider this a classification problem given an embedding that encodes the two image-statement pairs (I 0 , Q) and (I 1 , Q). The output probability is predicted by a 2-layer MLP with softmax:
where [ ] is concatenation. For SNLI-VE, the input is a single image and statement. We thus learn a separate classifier of the same form that predicts the sentiment (entailment, neutral, contradiction) from the inputs.
Large-Scale Multitask Training
With 6 task heads, 12 datasets, and over 4.4 million individual training instances -training our multi-task ViLBERT model is a daunting proposition. Multi-task learning (especially at this scale) poses significant challenges as learning objectives have complex and unknown dynamics and may compete [47] . Further, vision-and-language datasets vary significantly in size and difficulty. For instance, a single epoch of VG (our largest dataset) corresponds to 19.8 epochs of RefCOCOg (our smallest). Likewise, when trained in isolation RefCOCOg converges in 5K iterations whereas VQA takes 84K iterations (over 16 times more). Below, we describe the details of our multi-task training approach and techniques to overcome these challenges.
Pretraining. All our models are pretrained on Conceptual Caption dataset [45] including our self-supervised task modifications as described in Sec. 3.1.
Round-Robin Batch-Level Sampling.
We consider a round-robin batch-level sampling regime that cycles through each task from the beginning of multi-task training. As such, one multi-task iteration consists of each task forwarding a batch and updating parameters in sequence.
Dynamic Stop-and-Go. As noted earlier, different tasks have different difficulties and dataset sizes. Consequentially, simply cycling through all tasks may drastically overtrain smaller tasks leading to overfitting. Typically earlystopping provides a strong defense to this phenomenon; however, stopping a task in multi-task training introduces problems with catastrophic forgetting as the base network drifts over time due to other tasks. We introduce an intuitive but effective dynamic stop and go (DSG) mechanism to avoid these problems. We monitor the validation loss s t of each task t, computing it once per task epoch. If performance improvement is less than 0.1% over 2 epochs, we consider it Converged and shift it into stop mode. In DSG stop mode, a task only updates every iter-gap (∆) iterations. If validation performance degrades by 0.5% from the task's best measured performance while in stop mode, the task is considered Diverged and is returned to DSG go. This procedure is shown in Algorithm 1.
Curriculum Learning. Inspired by prior multi-task literature [4] [35], we experimented with both curriculum and anti-curriculum strategies based on task difficulty. Specifically, for anti-curriculum we first train on the slowestconverging task-group G1 (Vocab-Based VQA) before starting full round-robin multi-task training. Inversely for the curriculum setting we first train on our fastest-Algorithm 1: DSG for Multi-Task Learning nt ← number of iterations per epoch for task t ∆ ← size of gap between iterations in stop mode DSGt ← go for i ← 1 to MaxIter :
for t ∈ Tasks : if DSGt = go or (DSGt = stop and i mod ∆ = 0) : Compute task loss Lt(θ) and gradient ∇t(θ)
Compute validation score st on task t if DSGt =go and Converged (st) :
DSGt ← go end end converging task-group G3 (Referring Expressions). Different from previous observation [35, 37] , we found that using no curriculum lead to superior performance when combined with other strategies proposed in this section.
Setting Multi-Task Hyperparameters. We follow a simple design philosophy -identify simple heuristics based on hyper-parameters tuned for each task in single-task training. This significantly reduces the burden of searching for joint-training hyper-parameters.
Batch Size: For multi-task, we keep the batch size tuned for single-task training for each task.
Warm-up Duration: We found it important to set warm-up duration relative to the largest dataset. Specifically, we run linear warm-up over η * N iterations where N is the max. number of iterations taken to train any dataset in the singletask setting. We observe significant performance degradation for harder tasks when warm-up was shorter. We set η to 0.1 for our experiments.
Loss Scaling: Our model has shared and task-specific parameters and we found it important to maintain separate learning rates. For the shared base model, we set the the base learning rate to the minimum over all single-task dataset parameters. To accommodate variable learning rates for each dataset, we scale the task loss for each dataset by the ratio of task target learning rate over base learning rate. Implementation Details. Image features are from a ResNeXT-152 [55] based Faster-RCNN [43] trained on Visual Genome [22] with attribute loss. Our model first initialized from pretrained BERT weights [13] . Our models are trained using AdamW optimizer [30] with a linear warmup and linear decay learning rate scheduler. We train our multitask model for 40K total iterations (same as number of iterations for VG QA single task) on 8 NVIDIA V100 GPUs for 5 days. See the supplement for a full list of per task learning rates, batch sizes, and hyperparameter settings. Code and pretrained model will be released for reproducibility. Table 2 : Comparison of our multi-task models to single-task performance. We find multi-task training (rows 3-5) provides significant gains over single-task training (rows 1-2) while reducing the parameter count from over 3 billion to 270 million. Further, following multi-task training by task-specific fine-tuning (rows 6-9) further gains can be made at the cost of increased parameters.
Experiments and Results
Single-Task Performance
To establish baseline performance for the ViLBERT architecture that forms the backbone of our multi-task experiments, we first train single-task models on top of the base ViLBERT architecture (Section 3) for each of our 12 datasets. Rows 1 and 2 in Table. 2 show the performance of these models trained on the full and cleaned datasets, respectively. As expected, reducing the training set size through cleaning results in lower performance in most cases. Our improvements over the pretraining objective (Sec 3.1) results in better downstream tasks performance (71.82 vs. 70.55 on VQA and 61.46 vs. 58.20 on Flickr30k Recall@1). See the supplementary for full comparison. Overall, our base architecture is competitive with prior work and a good starting point for multi-task learning.
Intra-Group Multi-task Performance
We begin with the most intuitive multi-task settingjointly training tasks within the same groups. As grouped tasks are typically highly related, this is akin to some existing data augmentation practices (e.g. adding Visual Genome (VG) QA data when training VQA). Note this corresponds to four separate multi-task models -one for each group.
Table. 2 row 3 shows the result of intra-group multi-task training. Comparing with single-task models trained on the same data (row 2), we see meaningful improvements of between 0.37% (NLVR 2 ) and 4.54% (Flickr30k retrieval) points for 11 out of 12 tasks (only SNLI-VE did not improve). Comparing to row 1, we see that intra-group multitask training overcomes the data-loss from cleaning with an average score of 68.72, outperforming the single-task models trained on the full datasets which have an average score of 67.25. Further, the total number of parameters drops by a factor of 3× -going from 12 full models to only 4.
Inter-Group Multi-task Performance
Representative Task Analysis. We next consider the interplay between different task-groups. For efficiency, we consider multi-task training with representative tasks from each group -specifically VQA (G1), Retrieval Flickr30k (G2), Visual7W (G3), and NLVR 2 (G4). These were selected to maximize diversity in underlying image sources. We examine their relationships by jointly training all pairs and triplets of tasks under our multi-task training approach. Table. 3 (left) shows the results of training each representative task pair. Each entry is the percent change from single-task performance for the row-task when jointly trained with the column-task. As such, the Avg. row (bottom) shows the mean impact each column-task has on other tasks, and likewise the Avg. column (right) shows the mean impact other tasks have on each row-task. For instance, we find that adding VQA (G1) benefits other tasks with an average improvement of +1.04%. Interestingly, adding NLVR 2 (G4) degrades other tasks on average (-1.36%) while making significant gains itself (+1.48%). This is primarily due to a -4.13% interaction with G2. Table 3 (right) shows all task triplets. Gains in the paired-experiments are not simply additive. In the pair-wise analysis, G3 gained +0.39% and +0.78% from G1 and G2 respectively. As before, G4 has some strong negative effects on other groups (-4.36% G2 with G3 & G4) but these effects can be regulated by other tasks (+0.49% G2 with G1 & G4).
Full Multi-task Results. We move to our main result -a single model trained on all 12 datasets. The results of this All-Tasks (AT) model are shown in Table 2 row 4. This model outperforms independent single-task models trained on the same data (row 2) for 11 out of 12 tasks and improve the average score by 2.05 points (69.08 vs. 67.03). We reiterate for emphasis, average performance improves by 2.05 points while reducing the number of parameters from over 3 billion to 270 million (a 12× reduction). This is also true for Table 3 : Pair-wise (left) and triple-wise (right) inter-group representative task analysis. Each entry is the relative performance change from single-task training for the row-task when jointly trained with the column-task(s). comparison with single-task models trained on full datasets (row 1) by a similar margin of 1.83 points.
Our AT model also outperforms the Group-Task (GT) models (row 3) despite having 4x fewer parameters (avg. 69.08 vs 68.72). This implies that despite their diversity, tasks across different groups can benefit from joint training.
We observed from the representative task analysis that G4 tends to have a negatively effect other groups during joint training. To validate this observation on all tasks, we train an All-Task model without G4 (row 5). This model achieves higher avg. score of 67.56 for G1+G2+G3 compared to the full AT model's 67.38.
Multi-Task Learning as Pretraining
For some applications, single task performance may be paramount and justify storing a task-specific model. Even then, fine-tuning from a multi-task trained model may allow the model to take advantage of the additional, diverse supervision captured during multi-task training. Following [28] , we finetune our trained multi-task models (GT and AT) on each downstream task and show results in Table 2 . Rows 6 and 7 show that finetuning from the all-task model (AT) outperforms finetuning from the group-task models (GT) with an average score of 69.51 vs. 68.81. For comparison with our multi-task models, these are finetuned on the cleaned datasets which are 11% smaller on average. To compare to prior work, we also finetune on the full dataset for individ-
OmniNet [41] 55.76 -------HDC [37] 69. 28 ual tasks (Row 8) and observe further improvements. Recall that our multi-task model was trained on cleaned data so there is no possibility of test leak here. These model outperform single-task models without multi-task pretraining (row 1) by a large margin (70.23 vs. 67.25 avg. score).
Comparison with Existing Work
In Table 4 we compare with existing state-of-the-art. We draw special comparison with the recent UNITER [7] architecture as it is similar to our base ViLBERT model. Like ViLBERT, UNITER is a general BERT-based vision-andlanguage architecture pretrained through self-supervised tasks and then finetuned for each downstream task. We show two UNITER columns corresponding to their underlying BERT model -either Base B or Large L. Our ViLBERT model uses the smaller BERT B . Our single all-task model (Ours AT ) achieves competitive performance to state-of-theart task-specific models. Our single-task finetuned models (Ours AT->ST ) surpass state-of-the-art on 7 out of 12 tasks. Table 5 compares our method with other recently proposed multi-modal, multi-task learning approaches -OmniNet [41] and Hierarchical Dense Co-Attention (HDC) [37] . OmniNet is trained on part-of-speech tagging, image captioning, visual question answering, and video activity recognition, while HDC is trained on image caption retrieval, visual question answering, and visual grounding. We train a multi-task model on the same tasks and cleaned datasets used in HDC [37] . Flickr Grounding is a new task that we include for this comparison. Our multi-task model outperforms these approaches by a large margin.
Analysis and Ablation Study
Ablations on task token and training strategies.
To verify our design choices, we perform ablations for differ- Table 6 : Ablations on our design choices and comparison to curriculum and anti-curriculum learning multi-task approaches. ent task token granularity and multi-task training strategies.
The results are shown in Table 6 . We report average group and overall average performance. Detailed breakdown for each task can be found in supplement.
For task tokens, our default setting is with a different task token per dataset (12 total,(Row 1). We compare this with two ablations: one task token per output head (4 total, Row 2) and no task tokens (Row 3). We observe that task-specific tokens lead to better performance compared to head-based tokens (avg. 69.08 vs. 68.52) and no task tokens (avg. 69.08 vs. 68.53). This shows that task-aware feature embedding is useful even within the same output space; e.g. per-task tokens may help differentiate noun phrases and pointing questions in Referring Expression.
For multi-task training schedule, we compare our dynamic stop-and-go (DSG) (Row 3) with Curriculum (Row 5) and Anti-Curriculum (Row 6) approaches discussed in Sec. 3. We consider convergence rate as a measure of task difficulty. For Curriculum, we first train tasks in G4 and then train all tasks together (easier −→ harder). For Anti-Curriculum, we train G1 tasks first and then train on all tasks together (harder −→ easier). Table 6 shows our dynamic stop-and-go training schedule outperforms anti-curriculum (avg. 68.53 vs. 67.98) and curriculum (avg. 68.53 vs. 67.24). Row 7 shows results of a 'vanilla', round-robin training scheme with no task tokens or training scheduling. The average score of vanilla multitask is close to anti-curriculum (67.92 vs. 67.98). Consistent with prior work [35] , performance on harder tasks (G1) is worse compared to anti-curriculum. Our full training regime outperforms this significantly (avg. 69.08 vs. 67.92).
Behavior of Dynamic Stop-and-Go training.
To characterize our dynamic stop-and-go training scheme, we visualize the dynamic training schedule in Fig. 2 (left) -bold lines indicate normal go training and thin lines are stop states when datasets receive sparser updates at a fixed iteration gap (every 4th iteration here). We see that smaller datasets quickly converge and enter stop state training early. As the base model drifts over time, they periodically return to full go state training to adjust. Interestingly, after some cycles of this, they enter the stop state and continue with only sparse updates for the rest of training. sparsity of updates in the stop state. Fig. 2 (right) shows the mean normalized accuracy for each group for multi-task models trained with different iteration gaps (∆). We observe that raising ∆ (i.e. updating more sparsely) improves performance initially but degrades for larger values. Absolute and per-task scores are provided in the supplement.
Another aspect of dynamic stop-and-go training is the
Multi-Task visual grounding consistency.
Given the common shared base model, one question is whether multitask models exhibit more consistent visual groundings than independent task-specific models. For example, does a model that correctly answers "What color is the largest dog?" also correctly ground the referring expression "largest dog"? To assess this, we consider 1500 images from the RefCOCO/+ test sets that also have VQA annotations such that for each image I i there are associated questions {q (i) } and referring expressions {r (i) }. To measure the overlap in visual concepts between a question q (i) j and reference r (i) k , we count overlapping nouns and adjectives (identified using a part-of-speech tagger [52] ) and denote this d(q We evaluate our Single-Task (ST), All-Task (AT), and finetuned from All-Task (AT->ST) models on the proposed metric. AT consistently outperforms ST (55.40 % vs. 58.30%) and AT->ST achieves the best performance (64.64%). This shows our model trained on multiple tasks achieve better visual grounding consistency across different tasks. Further analysis can be found in the supplement.
Regularizing effects of multi-task learning. We find multi-task training to have a regularizing effect on tasks which overfit when trained separately. In Fig. 4 we plot the training and validation curves for two tasks (SNLI-VE Here we show outputs of our model for a variety of inputs (that mimic tasks from the 12 datasets it has been trained on). and Flickr Grounding) where single task training overfits quickly. On the other hand when trained in a multi-task setup with all other tasks, the validation score improves and there is no overfitting.
Qualitative examples. Figure 3 shows example outputs of our models. Due to space limitation, we provide extensive visualizations in the supplement.
Related Work
Multi-task learning. There has been substantial interest in multi-task learning [5, 44] , i.e. training a single model for multiple tasks at once. Advances in multi-task learning have been developed in the context of vision [20, 36, 59, 60] , language [9, 27, 28, 35, 42] , and robotics [17, 39, 51] . Among them, Standley et al. [47] studies how different vision tasks are related to each other. McCann et al. [35] pose ten natural language processing (NLP) tasks as question answering tasks. MT-DNN [28] combines multi-task learning with pretraining [13] to improve the learning of text representations. Despite this progress, it is still challenging to train a single model on many tasks that can outperform or even match their single-task counterparts. To enhance the training scheme, BAM [8] applies knowledge distillation where single-task models teach the multi-task model. Raffel et al. [42] explore different sampling strategies for NLP tasks. We focus on multi-task learning for V&L tasks.
Vision and language. While we address 12 V&L tasks in Sec. 2.1, we do miss some families of tasks including image and video captioning [6] , visual dialog [11] , embodied question answering [10] and instruction following [3] .
Different from earlier work [15, 24, 32, 33, 57, 58, 62 ] which design bespoke architecture for different tasks, recently proposed models for V&L [1, 7, 25, 26, 31, 48, 50, 61] provide a common architecture that can be pretrained using self-supervised losses and adapted to many vision and language tasks. However, these models still require task specific finetuining, which may easily overfit on small dataset.Our single model jointly learns from multiple V&L tasks and achieves competitive performance. Further, multitask training provides a better visolinguistic representation for task specific finetuning than self-supervised objectives.
Multi-task V&L learning. Recent work [37, 41, 46 ] also explores multi-task learning in V&L. HDC [37] trains a multi-task network on multiple datasets and uses a hyperparameter search method to determine which layer output should be taken for each task. Our method does not need any hyperparameter search to choose outputs for different tasks and outperforms both [41] and [37] . [46] is a concurrent work that does multi-task training on 12 dialogue datasets (only two with images). Our work differs in that we focus on a variety of vision and language tasks.
Conclusion
In this work, we develop a training regime and experimental setting for large-scale, multi-modal, multi-task learning. As one part of this, we introduce a novel task scheduling approach to help avoid over-or under-training tasks with differing sizes or difficulties. Using this framework, we explore the relationships between 12 vision-andlanguage datasets -our single multi-task model outperforms 12 single-task models. We find multi-task training can lead to significant gains over independent task training. Further, we show that multi-task learning is an effective pretraining task for training state-of-the-art single-task models.
Supplementary
In this section, we first show the full details of the cleaned dataset in Sec. 8.1. We further discuss the modifications in pretraining, show our multi-task model architecture and describe the implementation details in Sec. 8.2, Sec. 8.3 and Sec. 8.4 respectively. The rest of the section provides extensive experiment results to fully analyze our proposed model. Table 7 shows the number of images in the train+val and test sets before and after cleaning. Our cleaning process removes 13.02% of the total number of images on average. It is important to note that here we show the number of images per dataset and not number of actual training samples. Different tasks have different number of training samples for each image. For details on training samples please refer Table 8 . We collect the union of all dataset test sets and remove any occurrence of these images from all training and validation sets; in this way we arrive at the Clean training and validation sets. With this strategy, the test sets of the original datasets are not modified in any way. Table 7 : Number of images in the train+val and test sets before and after cleaning. We use the training part of the cleaned dataset in the multi-task experiments. Note that this is not the number of training samples but the number of images in the dataset.
Datasets
Improvements over ViLBERT Pretraining
In this section, we discuss in detail the modification we made to the base ViLBERT pretraining approach.
Masked prediction with mislaigned pairs. In the original ViLBERT pretraining procedure, the model observes an image and caption as inputs. The caption is either obtained from the paired caption (with p = 0.5) or a randomly sampled misaligned caption from the dataset. The multimodal alignment prediction task, which predicts whether the image and caption are aligned, is crucial for image retrieval tasks [25, 31, 50] . Recent work [48] has questioned the necessity of the multi-modal alignment prediction task and observed better performance on non-image retrieval tasks without this pretraining objective. Similar observations are also found in the natural language understanding tasks [18, 23, 29, 56] . Digging further into this, we find that both the alignment and prediction tasks are typically done together. For misaligned image-caption pairs, this amounts to forcing the model to predict missing image or text regions based on incorrect paired data! We find the model will learn worse context representations in this setup. Instead of removing the multi-modal alignment prediction task, we only perform the mask multi-modal modelling task on aligned image-caption pairs. This will effectively remove the noise introduced by negative samples.
Masking overlapping regions. Different from words embedding in the caption, visual feature embeddings (extracted from a pretrained Faster-RCNN [43] ) have a lot of repetitions due to overlapped image regions. To avoid visual clue leakage from the visual embedding of other elements, VL-BERT [48] sets the pixels laid in the masked RoI to zeros before applying Faster R-CNN. However, overlapped image patches with boundary information may still leak the visual clues for the masked RoI. We mask the overlapped image regions in a more aggressive manner -any visual embedding that overlaps a masked region by 40% IOU or more is also masked. We observe significant improvements over the ViLBERT model as shown in Table 9 when comparing column ViLBERT with Ours ST . Fig. 5 shows the architecture of the our model for V&L multi-task learning, which is described in Sec. 3.2. We use ViLBERT as our base model shared across different tasks. For the task-specific heads, our model jointly train with four different task group -Vocab-Based VQA; Image Retrieval, Refer Expression and Multimodal Verification.
Model Architecture
Implementation Details
Image features are extracted from a ResNeXT-152 Faster-RCNN model trained on Visual Genome(VG) with attribute loss. We use AdamW optimizer and warmup linear schedule. Hyperparameters like learning rate and batch sizes used for each task are listed in Table 8 . We also report the number of training samples used in various settings in our experiments.
Image Retrieval
Rel( , )
Refer Expression
Rel ( 3 , ) Multimodal Verification Figure 5 : Architecture of the our model for V&L multi-task learning. We augment the input query with a task token to learn the task-aware feature embedding. Table 8 : Training details including sample sizes, testing metric and hyperparameters for single task and multi-task training.
Multi-Task Training
To further illustrate the multi-task training process, in Fig. 6 we show the training curves for single-task vs. multitask for all the 12 tasks in our setup. Green lines show single-task training and blue lines show multi-task training. Since we train the model with maximum iterations across different datasets for multi-task training, for some smaller datasets (e.g. RefCOCO, Visual7W etc.), the number of iterations for single task is much smaller compared to the multi-task setting. By comparing the training curves of single-tasks and multi-tasks, we can see that most of the tasks have similar training curves. However, the tasks in the vocab-based VQA group benefit from the multi-task training with faster convergence within first 10000 iterations. Table 9 shows the detailed comparison of Ours ST (also shown in Table 2 , line 1) and Ours AT->ST (also shown in Table 2 , line 8) with the recent SOTA approaches, inlcuding ViLBERT [31] , Unicoder-VL [25] , VisualBERT [26] , LXMERT [50] and UNITER [7] . Most of the recent proposed methods follows the pretrain-then-finetune scheme, usually pretraining on out-of-domain data or in-domain data. The out-of-domain data contains Conceptual Caption Dataset (CC) [45] and SBU dataset [38] while in-domain data contains COCO [6] and Visual Genome [21] . Pretraining on the in-domain datasets usually leads to better downstream performance, since there is less domain transfer from pretraining to finetuning. Similar to ViLBERT, we pretrain our model on CC, which is different from VL-BERT (CC + Wiki Corpus), VisualBERT (CC + COCO), LXMERT (COCO + VG) and UNITER (CC + SUB + COCO + VG). We achieve comparable performance with less pretrained data. The table also shows the improvements in Sec 8.2 result in better performance for ViLBERT model. Table 10 shows the full breakdown of Table 6 and Fig. 2 per task in the main paper. RC refers to Retrieval COCO and RF refers to Retrieval Flickr30k. VQA and GQA are evaluated on test-dev splits. Retrieval COCO and Flickr30k are evaluated on their respective 1K test split. NLVR 2 is evaluated on testP split. All other datasets are evaluated on their respective test splits. Table 11 shows the full scores for each task for different DSG iteration gap (∆).
Comparison with other SOTA
Full Breakdown of Ablation Study
Multi-task visual grounding consistency
In Sec. 5, we propose the multi-task visual grounding consistency. We explain the proposed metric in more details. Given N images with RefCOCO/+ refer expression and VQA questions, we want to test that whether multi-task models exhibit more consistent visual groundings than independent task-specific models. For each image I i , there are associated VQA question {q (i) } and referring expression {r (i) }. To measure the overlap in visual concepts between a question q (i) j and reference r (i) k , we count the the number of overlapped noun / adj as d(q (i) j , r (i) k ), the multitask visaul grounding consistency can be calculated as:
(5) where y(q Fig. 7 show that the AT model works well for these wide range of tasks consistently. It can perform well in both short as well as long reasoning questions, image retrieval, pointing tasks, referring expressions and multi-modal validation. Failure cases mostly occur when the model encounters counting Table 2 Row 2) vs OursAT ( Table 2 Row 4) models for all the 12 tasks in our experiments. Green lines show single-task training(OursST) and blue lines show multi-task training(OursAT). Note that all these training are with the Clean V&L setup. We can observe that for some of the tasks the training for OursST are shorter as they have fewer number of iterations when trained alone. Please refer to Sec. 8.5 for more details. questions or difficult referring expressions and phrases for fine grained recognition.
Qualitative Results
Attention Visualizations
To examine the visual groundings learned by the techniques we presented in Sec. 8.2. We verify this by visualizing the attentions of our pretrained model, which is trained on the Conceptual Caption dataset. Given a test image, and corresponding caption "The boy and his mom pet the black and white sheep", we feed the image-caption pair as input and take the image to question co-attention for visualization. For each image patch, we use the most attended word to represent its semantic meaning, and show the patches corresponding to the visual words ('boy', 'mom', 'pet', 'white', 'sheep'). Fig. 9 shows the correspondence between attended regions and underlined words. We can see that the pretrained model learns meaningful visual grounding for the concept 'boy', 'sheep', 'white' and 'pet'.
To visualize the attention for our multi-task trained model (Ours AT ), we use BertVis 1 to visualization the attention distribution on the sentence to sentence self-attention S→S, sentence to image co-attention S→I, image to sentence co-attention I→S and image to image self attention I→I. Fig. 10 shows an example of the sentence to sentence attention for all layers and all heads (middle) and a specific layer and head (right). We can see that our model learns the previous words attention pattern, bag of words attention pattern (Layer 1 Head 1) and next words attention pattern (Layer 2 Head 0). This shows that model is able to generate position-aware queries and keys to calculate the attentions. To get a sense of the difference of attention distribution across different tasks, Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show the attention distribution on the examples of Fig. 3 . We can see for different tasks, the model learns to use significant different sentence to sentence self-attention pattern. Table 10 : Full per task accuracy for the different ablation studies (summarized in Table 6 ). RC is Retrieval COCO and RF is Retrieval Flickr30k. Mean of G2 is taken over the Recall@1 scores. We can see that with task token per dataset and DSG achieve the best performance. Table 11 : Full per task accuracy for Fig. 2 showing different Dynamic Stop-and-Go Iteration Gaps (∆). Mean of G2 is taken over the Recall@1 scores. Figure 9 : Visualizations of image to sentence attention for the pretrained model on conceptual caption dataset. Given the image to sentence co-attention, we use the most attended word to represent its semantic meaning, and show the patches corresponding to the visual words ('boy', 'mom', 'pet', 'white', 'sheep'). Different colors show a correspondence between attended regions and underlined words. We can see that the model learns meaningful concept through pretraining.
The boy and his mom pet the black and white sheep Figure 12 : Visualizations of the attentions of OurAT model using BertVis toolbox on each tasks. From left to right are image and associate sentence, sentence to sentence self-attention, sentence to image co-attention image to sentence co-attention image to image self-attention. Dashed orange bounding boxes in the image are the referring expression outputs regardless of tasks. The model learns to use significant different sentence to sentence self-attention pattern for different tasks.
